AFX ACCESSORIES

AFX Model Motoring is a completely modular system that grows...and grows...and grows! AFX sets can be expanded to make hundreds of different and exciting layouts—simply by adding AFX track, cars and racing accessories.

NO. 1483 DIAL LAP COUNTER

NO. 1493 ELECTRONIC LAP COUNTER & TIMER
WITH DIGITAL READOUT & BONUS 6" STRAIGHT TRACK

NO. 1420 PIT KIT CASE
W/MAGNA-TRACTION™ CARS
Carton Pack 6
Carton Weight 13 lbs.

NO. 1438 HAND CONTROLLER
W/SPEED INDICATOR
Carton Pack 24. Carton Weight 7 lbs.
NO. 1565
TRACK ELEVATION SUPPORTS ASST.
Carton Pack 48. Carton Weight 10 lbs.

NO. 1583
MODEL MOTORING HANDBOOK—VOL. III
Carton Pack 60. Carton Weight 20 lbs.

NO. 1532
GUARD RAIL (Set of 8)
Carton Pack 48. Carton Weight 12 lbs.

NO. 1436 AFX AURORA-RUSSKIT 60 OHM VARIABLE SPEED CONTROLLER w/Plug

NO. 1442 AFX SAFETY-WALL-PAK™ w/Plug UL Listed

NO. 2555 AFX DRAGSTER XMAS TREE AND AUTOMATIC FINISH LINE MARKERS

NO. 1437
AFX AURORA RUSSKIT
60 OHM VARIABLE SPEED CONTROLLER /with Brakes and Plug

NO. 2545
AFX 12" RADIUS HIGH SPEED CURVE SET
Two high speed 12" radius banked curves with built-in guard rails and AFX extra-deep racing slots. Track support included.
Carton Pack: 12. Carton Weight: 11.5 lbs.
Cars Not Included
NO. 1466 BILLBOARD RETAINING WALLS

NO. 1589 COMBINATION TOOL & CIRCUIT TESTER
Carton Pack 48
Carton Weight: 6 lbs.

NO. 1444 AFX DC-2 HIGH PERFORMANCE POWER PACK WITH OFF-ON SWITCH and A PLUG
Carton Weight: 9 lbs.

NO. 2467 AFX HIGH BANKED CURVE SET
A four piece 9" radius curve set
Use alone or set up inside the 12" radius high speed curve.
Carton Pack: 12
Carton Weight: 7 lbs.
Cars Not Included.

NO. 2543 AFX BANKED "S" CURVE SET
This exclusive pair of banked "S" curves combines to make 3'4" of exciting, high speed racing action.
Built-in guard rails and AFX extra-deep racing slots.
Cars Not Included.

No. 2562 OFFICIAL MAINTENANCE & TEST KIT
Includes
• Vinyl Case
• Combination Tool & Circuit Tester
• X 2 C Oil er
• Screwdriver
• Quikee-Lok™
• 4 Track Cleaning Pads
• Sandpaper

NO. 2596 DUST RUST MUST GO
Carton Pack: 6 Displays of 12 per carton
Carton Weight: 23 lbs.

NO. 2597 X 2 C OILER
Carton Pack: 6 Displays of 12 per carton
Carton Weight: 3 lbs.

Track Not Included.
HIGH PERFORMANCE TRACK

Rugged. Easy-to-assemble. With the deepest slots in HO racing. Special "slot wedge" design at track ends eliminates guide pin snag where tracks join. Provides extra smooth and quiet high-speed racing action.

NO. 2501: 9" WIGGLE
Carton Pack 48. Weight 7 lbs.

NO. 2502: 9" DOUBLE CROSS (PAIR)
Carton Pack 48 pcs. Weight 8 lbs.

NO. 2503: 9" "Y" TRACK (PAIR)
Carton Pack 48 pairs. Weight 18 lbs.

NO. 2506: 9" COBBLESTONE TRACK
Carton Pack 48. Weight 7 lbs.

NO. 2513: 9" RADIUS CRISSCROSS (PAIR)
Carton Pack 48 pairs. Weight 25 lbs.

STRAIGHT TRACK
NO. 1531: 2 LANE TRACK JOINERS & LOCKS
(24 Joiners, 12 Locks)
Carton Pack 72. Weight 5 lbs.

NO. 2515: 5" STRAIGHT
Carton Pack 48. Weight 4 lbs.

NO. 2516: 7" STRAIGHT
Carton Pack 48. Weight 6 lbs.

NO. 2517: 9" STRAIGHT
Carton Pack 48. Weight 8 lbs.

NO. 2527: 6" STRAIGHT (Not shown)
Carton Pack 48. Weight 5 lbs.

NO. 2542: 15" STRAIGHT
Carton Pack 48. Weight 12 lbs.

CURVED TRACK
NO. 2514: 9" RADIUS (½ circle)
Carton Pack 48. Weight 5 lbs.

NO. 2518: 6" RADIUS (¼ circle)
Carton Pack 48. Weight 6 lbs.

NO. 2519: 9" RADIUS (¼ circle)
Carton Pack 48. Weight 10 lbs.

NO. 2528: 12" RADIUS (¼ circle)
Carton Pack 48. Weight 7 lbs.

NO. 2533: 15" RADIUS (¼ circle)
Carton Pack 48. Weight 9 lbs.

NO. 2540: 6" RADIUS (¼ circle)
Carton Pack 48. Weight 3 lbs.

NO. 2523: 90° INTERSECTION
Carton Pack 24. Weight 11 lbs.

NO. 2524: 9" CRISSCROSS (PAIR)
Carton Pack 48 pairs. Weight 18 lbs.

NO. 2539: 9" SQUEEZE
Carton Pack 48. Weight 7 lbs.

NO. 2551: 9" ADAPTER TRACK (PAIR)
Adapter track is used to join old style Aurora HO track together with the new AFX Speed-Lok™ track.
Carton Pack 48 pairs. Weight 19 lbs.
Multi-level racing on an exciting triple-loop race course. 2 Road Burners™ Cars race over 13 feet of track and sharp curves. Contains Battery-operated Clip-on Terminal with Battery Plug, 2 Variable Speed Controllers, Track Elevation Supports, Snap-in Guard Rails, Racing Oil and Quikee-Lok.

A.J. Foyt, 4 Time Winner of the Indy 500.

ULTRA 5 is the only racing system endorsed by A.J. FOYT, the greatest racing driver of his time. Foyt is the current Indy 500 champion and the only driver in history to win Indy four times. He was the ULTRA 5 spokesman in 1977 and will repeat his role in ’78.

ULTRA 5 is the only slotless racing system with cars that steer like real racing cars, because it’s the only system with electronically controlled FRONT WHEEL STEERING. Unlike competitive systems, ULTRA 5 is based not on some mechanical gimmick, but on realistic engineering principles.

ULTRA 5 is the only system with STEER-A-CON™ Precision Steering... a real miniature steering wheel on the controller. With STEER-A-CON you can block and pass your opponent’s car, race around pylons, and negotiate the track just like a professional driver.
The Ultimate in Realism...The Ultimate in Play Value.

Working Pit Stop An exciting addition to our Pit Area lets the driver pull in for a "REAL" Tune-Up during and after a race to re-condition his car to maximum performance. The car is steered into Pit Area and positioned with rear wheels above "turning wheels". By operating a manual switch, rear wheels of car are lifted up—when power is fed to the car, rear wheels spin against "turning wheels" in Pit Area, thus cleaning and re-conditioning rear tires for improved racing performance.

Intersection W/Over-Pass Bridge A unique feature which lets the youngster use his driving and strategic skills... car can take the dangerous short-cut through the intersection or slow down and take the safe route over the bridge. Bridge snaps off to convert to dual-lane inter-section.

Break-Out Wall A true challenge to any driver who is really out to win the race... the fastest route is the outside lane, but—just like in real racing—it's dangerous when the car goes into the curve... car will hit the hay bale obstacles and crash. To avoid crashing, driver must change to inside lane before entering the curve. The break-out wall has an optional plug-in rail to convert this to a standard curve.

LED Timing Tower The LED Timing Tower accurately measures lap times for each car from 0-9.9 seconds, regardless of which lane the car is in. Lap Timer automatically starts or stops when cars pass the tower, display holds read-out of lap time. To re-set, manually push re-set button.

The LED Timing Tower also functions as a Lap Counter, keeping track of up to 99 laps for each car, again regardless of which lane car is in. Timing Tower has manual switch to change mode from Lap Timer to Lap Counter.
NO. 2911

This set contains 2 Electro-Activated Cars, 2 Steer-A-Con™ Controllers w/plugs, Wall-Pak® w/plug, 15' Starter/Terminal Track, Control Tower, Starter's Platform, Flags, Track Supports, Racing Oil & Quikee-Lok™ Key, 11 Ft. 6 in. of Racing in 4 Ft. 1 in. x 2 Ft. 10 in.